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In this paper, we briefly discuss problems posed by S. Montgomery and E. A. 
Whelan. The first concerns the skew group ring AG. Specifically the problem is to 
determine when AG is prime in terms of the action of the finite group G on the ring 
A. Here we are quite far from the answer, but we do exhibit some of the subtleties 
involved. The second problem is more technical and concerns whether a certain 
induced module from a primitive ring R to its left Martindale ring of quotients can 
be zero. In this case we give a positive answer by taking R to be an appropriate free 
ring. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. SKEW GROUP RINGS 
Let A be a ring with 1 and let G be a finite group acting as 
automorphisms on A. Then we can form the skew group ring 
The addition here is natural and multiplication is defined distributively 
using ug = gag, where ug indicates the image of a E A under the action of 
g. An interesting question is to determine when AG is prime in terms of the 
nature of the action of G on A. To be precise, let us assume that A is an 
algebra over the field K and that G acts as K-automorphisms. Then A 
becomes a module for the group algebra K[G]. Here the action is defined 
so that if aEA and u=C gs c k, g E K[G] then ua = x:gs G k,ag. The goal is 
to determine when AG is prime in terms of the K[G]-module structure 
ofA. 
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If G is abelian, IG] -’ E K and K is a splitting field for G, then the 
problem is solved by the Connes spectrum. We say that H is a hereditary 
subring (without 1) of A if H = RL, where R is a G-stable right ideal of A 
and L is a G-stable left ideal. In particular, H is a K[G]-submodule of A. 
By [IMP, Corollary 5.81, AG is prime if and only if K[G] acts faithfully on 
all nonnilpotent hereditary subrings H of A. Note that K[G] acts faithfully 
on a module V if and only if all irreducible K[G]-modules occur as 
submodules of V. 
Of course for G and K arbitrary, we can still use the same definition for 
a hereditary subring of A. Based on the above, S. Montgomery asked 
whether AC is prime, in general, if and only if K[G] acts faithfully on all 
nonnilpotent hereditary subrings H. As we will see below, only one direc- 
tion of this is true. Indeed, it is not clear what the correct statement should 
be and we certainly do not get a definitive result here. Rather we just 
consider a number of special cases and accumulate some evidence. To start 
with we have 
THEOREM 1.1. If AG is prime and H is a nonzero hereditary subring of 
A, then K[G] acts faithfully on H. In particular, every irreducible 
K[G]-module occurs as a submodule of H. 
Proof Note that K[G] is contained naturally in AC and hence AG 
is also a right K[G]-module. Set f = C,, G x E K[G] E AG so that 
gf = fg = f for all g E G. Furthermore, if a = CRE G k, g E K[G] and a E A, 
then 
fa”= 1 &ag= 1 fg-‘ak,g= c fak,g=faa. 
.rEG gEG gsG 
Now let H = RL be a nonzero hereditary subring of A and let 
O#UE K[G]. Since 0 #R is a G-stable right ideal of A, it follows that 
I= AfR is a nonzero two-sided ideal of AG. Furthermore, Lcr # 0 and AG 
is prime so 0 # ILa = AfRLa = AfHa. Thus, by the above, 0 # fHa = fH” 
and we see that H” #O. Since this is true for all a ~0, we conclude that 
K[G] acts faithfully on H. 
Finally, note that K[G] is a Frobenius algebra so every irreducible 
K[G]-module occurs as a minimal right ideal. If V is such a module, say 
VE aK[G]. By the above, there exists h E H with h” # 0 and then hxKCG1 is 
clearly a submodule of H isomorphic to V. 1 
A special case of this is contained in [C]. Thus we see that one direction 
of Montgomery’s question has a positive answer. To discuss the other 
direction, we introduce some assumptions which will be kept for the 
remainder of this section. To start with, A is now a prime ring, K= Z(A) 
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and G is inner in its action on A. Thus for each g E G there is a unit ug E A 
with ag = u,au;’ for all a E A. Obviously ug is unique up to a nonzero 
factor in K= Z(A) and we set B=CgEG Ku, c A. B is called the algebra of 
the group and it is clearly a finite dimensional K-subalgebra of A. We will 
also assume that IGI -’ E K and that K is sufficiently big so that K[G] and 
certain twisted group algebras K’G are split, that is are direct sums of full 
matrix rings over K. This is certainly the case if K is algebraically closed. 
Recall that a twisted group algebra K’G is an associative K-algebra with 
basis { 21 gE G} and with multiplication given by Xj = t(x, y) Xy for 
suitable nonzero t(x, y) E K. It follows easily that each g is a unit of K’G 
and hence that conjugation by g is an automorphism of the ring. Indeed, 
since t(x, y) is central, we have (w~)~ = we for all x, y E G and w E K’G. 
Thus in this way K’G is a G-module and then a K[G]-module. The 
following well known result describes the structure of AG. We just sketch 
its proof. 
LEMMA 1.2. There exists a twisted group algebra K’G and a map 
p : K’G + B such that 
(i) AG= A@, K’G, 
(ii) AG is prime tf and only tf K’G is simple, 
(iii) p is a K[G]-module epimorphism and a ring antihomomorphism. 
Proof For each g E G set g = ug gc AG. Then 2 centralizes A and 
K’G=C,.. Kg is easily seen to be a twisted group algebra of G over K. 
Since ug is a unit of A, (i) is clear. Now K’G is a direct sum of full matrix 
rings over K. Thus if AG is prime, then certainly K’G is simple. Conversely, 
if K’G is simple, then K’G = M,(K) so AG = A OK K’G s M,(A) is prime. 
This yields (ii). For (iii), observe that the map p: K’G + B given by 
c gdw+CgECh. g u is clearly K-additive and onto. Furthermore, since 
,i! commutes with A, we have X~=XU?,~=U~X~=U~U~~~ SO p(Xj)= 
uYu, = p(y) p(x) and p is a ring antihomomorphism. Finally Xg E K’G and 
,P = Ygg= Xg = (u,)g xg. Thus p(3) = (uJg = p(X)” and p respects the 
action of G. 1 
Since K’G is a direct sum of full matrix rings over K, it follows from (iii) 
above that the same is true of B. As usual, let AG denote the set of elements 
of A fixed under the action of G. 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf B is simple, then A = BOK AG. Furthermore, any 
hereditary subring H of A is of the form H = BQK R, where fi is a 
hereditary subring of A=. 
Proof Since B is simple, B = M,(K) for some n. Thus we have 
A = BOK SE M,(S), where S = CA(B). But B is spanned by the elements 
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ug so clearly CA(B) = A’. Now suppose R is a G-stable right ideal of A. 
Since RB E R and u,Ru; ’ = R for all g E G, it follows that BR E R. From 
B = M,(K), we conclude easily that R = B@k ii for some right ideal ~ of 
A’. Similarly, if L is a G-stable left ideal of A, then L = B@k E. Thus 
H = RL = B@k &? = B@k fi. Note that any right or left ideal of AG is 
G-stable. 1 
At this point it is convenient to introduce some group characters. The 
following lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose A = M,(K) and let x(g) denote the trace of the 
action of g E G on the n2-dimensional vector space A. Then x(g) = 
tr(u,) . tr(u;‘) where tr denotes the usual matrix trace. 
Proof: Write ug = [ui, j] and u;’ = [oj,,] and consider the action of g 
on the basis (ei,i} of matrix units of A. Then 
e:, = uger,sugl = C ui,rv,s jei, j 
i, i 
and note that u,,,v,,, is the coefficient of er,* in the right-hand sum. Thus 
x(g) =c ,~u,,.v.,..=(,.,,,)(,,,,)=tr(u,,.tr(u,’), 
as required. 1 
We can now prove 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let G be a nonidentity group and assume that K[G] 
has an irreducible character 8 such that 68 contains all irreducible 
K[G]-modules. Then there is a skew group ring AG which is not prime even 
though K[G] acts faithfully on all nonzero hereditary subrings of A. Further- 
more, if we allow dim, A = CO, then K[G] can even act freely on all such H. 
Proof: Suppose 8 corresponds to the representation 0 : K[G] --f M,(K) 
where n = deg 8 = O( 1). Set A = M,(K) and let ug = @(g-l) for all g E G. 
Then we can define the inner action of G on A by ag= u,au;’ and we 
consider the skew group ring AG. Note that B = M,(K) = A, since 0 is 
irreducible and hence, by Lemma 1.3, A is its unique nonzero hereditary 
subring. But by Lemma 1.4, the character x of the action of K[G] on A 
satisfies x(g) = tr(u,) . tr(u; ‘) = @g-l) O(g) so x = 60. Thus, by assump- 
tion, K[G] acts faithfully on A. Furthermore, since ]G] # 1 we have 
dim, B= n* < ICI and hence the ring antihomomorphism p of 
Lemma 1.2(iii) cannot be one-to-one. Thus K’G is not simple and AG is 
not prime. 
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Now let D be a division ring infinite dimensional over its center K and 
set A’ = A OK D E M,(D). Then we can extend the action of G to A’ with 
G acting trivially on D. By Lemma 1.3 again, A’ is its unique nonzero 
hereditary subring. Furthermore A’ as a K[G]-module is isomorphic to 
dim, D = cc copies of A. Thus since K[G] acts faithfully on A, it is clear 
that K[G] acts freely on A’. Finally we have A’G = AGO, D so A’G is not 
prime. 1 
We remark that the degree 2 character 8 of G = Sy-m, has the property 
that K[G] is faithful on the module corresponding to 00. Indeed if G is any 
sharply 2-transitive group, then the unique faithful character 8 of G also 
has this property. In addition, so does the character of degree p of 
PSL(2, p). In fact, this may be true in general for the Steinberg character 
of a Chevelley group; a large number of cases have already been verified by 
R. Guralnick. 
To proceed further, we must take a closer look at K’G. As with ordinary 
group algebras, the center of K’G is spanned by conjugacy class sums. But 
in this case only certain classes occur, the so-called special classes. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let x denote the character of K[G] corresponding to the 
action of G on K’G. 
(i) For gEG we have 
if the class of g is special; 
otherwise. 
(ii) K’G is simple if and only if K[G] acts freely on it. 
Proof For g E G define A,: C&g) + K by g” = 1,(x) 2. It follows easily 
that ;1, is a linear character. We show that the class of g is special if and 
only if & = 1, the principal character. First suppose that 2 belongs to the 
support of a central element y E K’G. If x E C,(g), then yx = y implies that 
2” = 2 and thus )1, = 1. Conversely if 1, = 1 set 6 = C,, G g”. Then 6 is 
obviously central in K’G and the coefficient of g in 6 is IC,(g)] #O. 
Now we compute x(g) using (X 1 x E G} as a basis. Certainly 9 E KZ if 
and only if x E CG( g). Furthermore, in this case we have X- ‘@ = n,(x) g so 
Xg= 1,(x-‘)X. Thus 
and this is either la=,(g)/ or 0 accordingly as A,= 1 or not. Thus (i) is 
proved. 
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Finally by the splitting assumption, K’G is simple if and only if its center 
is equal to K and hence if and only if the only special class is { 1 }. Thus 
by (i), this occurs if and only if x(g)=0 for g# 1 and x(l)= ICI. But the 
latter is the character of the regular representation of K[G] so the result 
follows. 1 
Finally we prove 
THEOREM 1.7. Let A and G be as above. 
(i) AC is prime if and only if K[G] acts freely on B. 
(ii) If dim, A < co, then AC is prime if and only if K[G] acts freely 
on all nonnilpotent hereditary subrings H of A. 
Proof (i) Suppose K[G] acts freely on B. Then dim, B 2 ICI so it 
follows from Lemma 1.2(iii) that B is module isomorphic to K’G; hence 
K[G] acts freely on K’G. But then K’G is a simple ring, by Lemma 1.6(ii), 
and we conclude from Lemma 1.2(ii) that AC is prime. 
Conversely if AC is prime, then K’G is a simple ring and thus a free 
K[G]-module. Since p must now be one-to-one, it follows that B is also a 
free K[ Cl-module. 
(ii) Suppose first that AC is prime. Then K’G is simple, so 
B = M,(K) is also simple and, by the above, K[G] acts freely on B. 
Furthermore by Lemma 1.3, every hereditary subring H of A is of the form 
BOK fi for some AE A’. Thus, as a K[G]-module, H is the direct sum of 
dim, fi copies of B, so we conclude that K[G] acts freely on H. 
Finally, assume that K[G] acts freely on all nonnilpotent hereditary sub- 
rings H of A and let e be a centrally primitive idempotent of B. Since e E AG 
we see that H = eA Ae = eAe is a nonnilpotent hereditary subring of A. 
Furthermore, H 2 eB r M,(K) so it follows that H = eB@, S, where 
S = C,(eB). Now SE eAe, so S is annihilated on either side by (1 - e) B 
and thus S is centralized by B = eB i (1 - e) B. In other words, S is fixed 
by G and then clearly S= HG. It now follows that, as a K[G]-module, H 
is just the direct sum of dim, S copies of eB. But H is free, by assumption, 
and if HE K[G]” then m = dim, HG = dim, S. Thus eBg K[G],cG,, so 
e = 1 by dimension considerations and K[G] acts freely on B. 1 
Two remarks are now in order concerning (ii) above. First, if 
dim, A = cc then, by Proposition 1.5, the primeness of AC is not 
equivalent to each such H being a free K[G]-module. Second, even if 
dim, A < co, the primeness of AC does not follow from G acting freely on 
A. For example, let 0: K[G] + MIG,(K) = A be the regular representation 
of K[G] with corresponding character 8. Then, as in Proposition 1.5, G 
acts as inner automorphisms on A and indeed G acts freely on A, by 
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Lemma 1.4, since 80 = f3( l)e is the character of a free module. But, for 
IGJ > 1, B = Q(K[G]) is not a simple ring, so K’G is not simple and 
therefore AG is not prime. 
2. FREE RINGS 
Let R be a prime ring with 1. Then the left Martindale ring of quotients 
Q = Q,(R) of R can be characterized by the following four properties: 
(i) Q 2 R with the same 1. 
(ii) If q E Q, then there exists 0 #I 4 R with Zq s R. 
(iii) If O#qeQ and O#Z a R, then Zq#O. 
(iv) If f: RI-+ RR is given with 0 # I a R, then there exists q E Q 
with aq = af for all a E I. 
See [P, Section lo] for details. Now suppose that R is a primitive ring with 
a faithful irreducible right module V. Then R is prime so Q = Q,(R) exists. 
The interesting paper [W] considers the induced Q-module FOR Q and 
observes 
LEMMA 2.1. In the above situation, let S be a ring with R s S c Q. Then 
the map V + VaR S given by v H v Q 1 is an R-epimorphism. 
Proof Let V 0 q s V @ S with q E S E Q. By definition of the quotient 
ring, there exists a nonzero ideal Z a R with Zq c R. Since V is a faithful 
irreducible R-module, we have V = VZ for any u E V\O and hence 
v@q=uz@q=v@zq=v(zq)@1 s V@l. 
Thus V@ S = V@ 1 is the image of V. i 
Since V is irreducible, there are two possibilities here. Either V@ S = 0 
or V@ S# 0 and VE V@ S. Paper [W] goes on to show that if S E Q,(R), 
the symmetric Martindale ring of quotients, then the isomorphism case 
occurs. But it leaves open the question for the larger ring Q = Q,(R). We 
show here, by example, that V@ Q can in fact be zero. 
Let K be a field. If X is a set of variables, we let K(X) denote the free 
K-algebra on these variables. For convenience we use a, c, and f to denote 
the infinite cardinals a = K,,, c = 2”, and f = 2’. The following is a special 
case of a result of [L]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a countable field and let R = K(X) with 
x= {x,, x2, . ..) x,, . ..} a countably infinite set of variables. Then R has a 
faithful irreducible countable module V. 
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Proof: Since R is countable, we can enumerate its nonzero elements as 
r1 9 r2, .*., r n, .” and we set ~1, = X,Y, + 1 E R. If 1, a, R = R, then there is a 
finite sum 
k k 
l= 1 cI,s,= 1 (x,r,+l)s, 
for suitable s, E R. But if t = max, (deg r,, + deg s,) occurs at n = m, then we 
see that the monomials in x r s mmm of degree t + 1 cannot be cancelled in 
the above equation, a contradiction. 
Thus C, CI, R # R and we can choose a maximal right ideal M containing 
this sum. Then V= R/M is a countable irreducible R-module which we 
claim is faithful. Indeed, if I is the kernel of the action of R on V, 
then Zc A4 and I a R. Thus if I # 0, then r, E I for some j, so 
uj - 1 = xjrj E ZC M. But OL~E A4 so 1 E M, a contradiction. Thus I= 0 and 
V is a faithful irreducible R-module. 1 
There are basic techniques which allow the above to be extended to 
fields of arbitrary cardinality. However we will not need that result. Rather, 
we increase the size of the variable set, but keep the module small. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a countable field and let X be a set of variables 
of size c, the continuum. Then the free algebra K(X) has a faithful 
irreducible countable module V. 
ProoJ: We start with c variables x(r) indexed by the nonnegative real 
numbers r and let 
X={x(r)IrE[W,r>O). 
If we write each r E [w uniquely as a decimal by not allowing an ending of 
all 9’s, then for each integer n b 0 we can let z,,(r) denote r truncated after 
n decimal places. Thus for example q-,(r) = [r], the greatest integer in r. 
Now let 
X,= {x(r)lrE [w, r>O, r=z,(r)}. 
Note that r = n,(r) means that the decimal expansion of r is zero after n 
places. Thus each X, is a countable subset of A’. 
There is an obvious onto map n,: X+ X, given by x(r) H x(x,(r)) and 
this extends to an algebra epimorphism 
71,: K(X) + K(X,). 
Set S = K(X) and let P, = Ker xc, 4 S. Then clearly P, > P, + , so all these 
kernels are distinct. By the previous lemma, each K(X,,) has a faithful 
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irreducible countable module I’,. We view each V, as an S-module via 
the map X~ and we let V be the direct sum I’= @ C,“=, I’,,. Then V is 
countable, but it is certainly not irreducible. 
We now add one more variable r. Let t act on V’ so that 
where 
0, H kl(u,) + unx(n) + P,(&J for all v, E V,. 
Here ;i,: V,+ V0 and pn: V,+ V,,, are any fixed nonzero K-linear trans- 
formations. Also x(n) is just the variable corresponding to the integer 
n.000.. . . Now t obviously acts as a K-linear transformation on V and if 
Y= Xu {t}, then R = K( Y) acts on V. We claim that V is a faithful 
irreducible R-module. 
Irreducibility is easy. Let W be a nonzero R-module of V. Since SG R, 
we can first consider the S-module structure. Now P, is the kernel of the 
action of S on V, and, since all the P,‘s are distinct, we see that the T/,‘s 
are nonisomorphic S-modules. It follows from this that the Vn’s are the 
unique irreducible S-modules of V. Next observe that V is a completely 
reducible S-module and hence so is W. Thus W is a sum of irreducible 
S-submodules of V and therefore W must be a partial direct sum of the 
V,,‘s. In particular, if pn : V + I’, is the natural projection and p,(W) # 0, 
then Wz V,,. At this point, the variable t comes into play. Suppose that 
Wz Vk for some k > 0. Then W 2 Wt 2 Vkt projects nontrivially to V, and 
thus W 2 V,. Furthermore, if W 2 Vi for any i 2 0, then Wz Wr 1 Vit 
projects nontrivially to Vi+ i and thus W 2 Vi+ i . We conclude by 
induction that W contains all V, and hence W= V as required. 
Finally we show that V is faithful. To this end, let a E R\O and write u 
as a polynomial 
a = f(x(r,), x(rJ, . . . . x(rk), t) 
with rl, r2, . . . . rk distinct nonnegative real numbers. Say t occurs in f with 
degree d and choose the positive integer n such that 
(1) n>d 
(2) n > ri for all i= 1, 2, . . . . k 
(3) nL,(rI), x,(r2), . . . . 7c,(rk) are all distinct. 
It is clear that such an n exists. We show that c1 is nontrivial in its action 
on I’,. More specifically, we consider 
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where, as before, pn is the natural projection and we show that this 
composite map ap, is not zero. 
Note that t: Vi-+ V,+ Vi+ Vi+,. Thus the action of CI on V, involves 
downshifts to V,, and simple upshifts. But observe that any element in V, 
requires at least n factors of t before it can be shifted upwards to have 
a nontrivial projection to V,. Since n > d by (1 ), this is not possible; 
therefore none of these shifts effect the computation of ap,. Thus, by 
definition of the module V,, and the action of t, we see that 
But (2) and (3) guarantee that the variables 
are distinct elements of X,. Thus since K( X,) acts faithfully on V, and 
since f is a nontrivial polynomial, it follows that V,ap, # 0 and hence that 
V,,a # 0. Thus R = K( Y) acts faithfully and irreducibly on the countable 
module V. i 
The above result also has a suitable extension to lields of arbitrary 
cardinality by using an appropriate generalization of Lemma 2.2. It is now 
a simple matter to obtain our example. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let K be a countable field, let X be a set of variables 
of size c and set R = K( X>. If V is a countable faithful irreducible R-module 
and Q = Q,(R), then VOR Q = 0. 
ProoJ: Let Z be the augmentation ideal of R, that is the ideal generated 
by all variables in X. Then, as a left R-module, Z is easily seen to be free 
on the generators XE X. Hence, since 1 RI = 1x1 = c, it follows that 
(Hom,(Z, R)I = cc = f. But, by definition of Q, we have Q 2 Hom,(Z, R) 
and therefore IQl 3 f. 
Now V exists by the preceding theorem and VOR Q is countable by 
Lemma 2.1. Thus the endomorphism ring of V@ Q has at most cardinality 
c. On the other hand, IQ/ > f so Q cannot act faithfully on V@ Q. But, by 
basic properties of Q, any nonzero ideal of Q meets R nontrivially. Thus 
R is not faithful on V@ Q. We conclude that V@ Q & V as R-modules and 
hence we must have V@ Q = 0. 1 
Finally we remark that an appreciably smaller subring S of Q will also 
have VOR S = 0. Indeed, let v be a fixed nonzero element of V. Then the 
equation v @ 1 = 0 in V@ Q requires a relation involving only finitely many 
elements of Q. Thus by adjoining these finitely many elements to R, we 
obtain a ring S with RES~Q, lSI=c and v@l=O in VORS. But 
V=vR so the latter implies that V@,S= V@l=(v@l)R=O. 
481/131!2-10 
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